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Nlt helpfinder bible review

Skip to content Curious to quickly see what the Bible says about difficult life topics? Interested in Biblical wisdom but need it to be relevant for life today? Want to help people with life-giving words that meet their needs? This is the heart of the HelpFinder Bible. It provides instant access to thousands of verses and notes on over 200 key life topics
that are important and relevant for today. Each topic has an introduction, then a series of questions followed by verses that answer them, and additional comments on those verses. Nearly 500 in-text application notes on specific needs to help readers understand how the truths they’ve read can apply to their personal situation. Each note focuses on a
topic included in the HelpFinder Index, and the HelpFinder Index in turn directs readers to the in-text notes, making it easy to do a full-Bible topical study. Each introduction focuses on needs or concerns that are addressed in the book. Key Facts and Key Bible Readings are also included in each introduction. 177 callouts highlighting Bible promises.
The accurate, yet easy-to-understand, text of the New Living Translation speaks directly and clearly to you, allowing God’s word to meet you at your point of need. Buy Now Tyndale.com Amazon Barnes & Noble Books-A-Million ChristianBook.com Lifeway Parable Walmart Get It Local Today! Buy Now Tyndale.com Amazon Barnes and Noble Books-AMillion ChristianBook.com Lifeway Parable Walmart Get It Local Today! Buy Now Tyndale.com Amazon Barnes and Noble Books-A-Million ChristianBook.com Lifeway Parable Walmart Get It Local Today! Buy Now Tyndale.com Amazon Barnes and Noble Books-A-Million ChristianBook.com Lifeway Parable Walmart Get It Local Today! Buy Now Apple
iTunes Amazon Google Play Kobo Barnes and Noble ChristianBook.com Get It Local Today! Read an excerpt of this book! The HelpFinder Bible makes it easy for anyone, whether familiar with Scripture or not, to find help in the Bible for their immediate needs. Application notes connect the Bible’s truths to today’s issues, and the extensive topical
index points readers to verses where answers can be discovered, issues resolved, and freedom found. Topics such as experiencing pain, facing anxiety, and finding your purpose appear alongside the Scripture text. The HelpFinder Bible is God’s Word at your point of need.The HelpFinder Bible is a quality, affordable gift that is easy to navigate
through and helpful.FEATURES:HelpFinder Index: This is the heart of the HelpFinder Bible. It provides instant access to thousands of verses and notes on well over 100 key topics that are important and relevant for your life today.Application Notes: Nearly 500 in-text application notes on specific needs help you understand how the truths you read in
God’s Word apply to your personal situation.Book Introductions: Each introduction includes an outline of the book and Key Verses, and helps you focus on the needs or concerns addressed in the book.Promises from God: 177 callouts highlight Bible promises.New Living Translation: The accurate yet easy-to-understand text of the New Living
Translation speaks directly and clearly to you, allowing God’s Word to meet you at your point of need.Binding: Softcover, Red LetterPages: 1,568Trim measures: 5.375 x 8.5 in.Published Date: October 23, 2018Publisher: Tyndale House Publishers © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Buy from Amazon (affiliate) Currently offered by both
Tyndale House and Guideposts, the Helpfinder Bible is one of the most practical Bibles you can invest in. (Tyndale House sent me a copy free of charge in exchange for an honest review. I was not required to give a positive review, simply an honest one; my opinions are my own.) The HelpFinder Bible updates the NLT Touchpoints Bible, which paired
a very helpful topical index with an incredibly easy to understand text of Scripture. Here is some information from Guideposts about the Helpfinder Bible: Let God’s Word help erase your fears and comfort and encourage you during difficult times. The HelpFinder Bible brings you God’s Word at your point of need so you can easily find the exact
Scripture that speaks to your heart. When we’re faced with life’s challenges, our own stress sometimes makes it hard to find the right Scripture to bring us peace. But now, you can find the comfort and help you need instantly with the HelpFinder Bible. This beautiful Guideposts edition will help you build your faith with the Promises of God. You’ll
always be able to find just the right Scripture to calm your fears, erase your worries, and increase your Biblical knowledge. You’ll turn to the HelpFinder Bible again and again to: Get instant access to thousands of notes and verses on more than 100 “life-needs” with a comprehensive index. Discover the healing wisdom of God’s Word on key topics
from betrayal and burnout to debt, discouragement, and divorce…to emptiness and frustration to grief, guilt, and healing…to loneliness to regrets, stress, and so much more. Learn how the truths you read in God’s Word apply to your personal situation. Soothe your soul and work through your emotions as you read the Psalms. Find introductions to
each book of the Bible that include: an overview emphasizing its core messages, key themes, and verses, plus an at-a-glance outline. Cover Options Guideposts offers the NLT Helpfinder Bible in paperback but in a larger format with a 9-point font for easy reading. The Tyndale House Edition is available in paperback, e-book, hardback, and imitation
leather. I am reviewing the black imitation leather edition from Tyndale House publishers. Surprisingly, the Helpfinder Bible comes with a sewn binding for enhanced durability. Paper and Font The paper is soft white, which is helpful in reducing glare and makes for easier reading. My colleagues tell me that the gsm for the paper is somewhere in the
mid 30s. It is also fairly opaque. We have a red letter edition, here, and the redi is nicely done. It is not as dark as I would prefer but it is fairly consistent. It does not devolve into pink like what happens with many other red letter editions. The font is a little smallish for my taste, approximately 8-point in the Tyndale Edition and 9-point in the
Guideposts Edition. Helpfinder Index The Helpfinder Index bills itself as bringing God’s word to your point of need and it does this very well. The Helpfinder Index is a topical study guide which runs to 368 pages. Each topic comes with an introductory paragraph, several questions related to the topic as well as answers from Scripture. It is very
similar, in concept, to the NASB or Amplified Topical Reference Bibles. To be clear, the Helpfinder Index is not as in-depth as either Nave’s or MacArthur’s Topical Bibles but I do not want you to think of that as a drawback; Unlike those resources, the Helpfinder Bible is not primarily geared toward pastors. Instead it is geared toward the average
person in the pew who wants to let God’s Word minister at a point of need. While I do advocate doing your own study, you could actually follow the Helpfinder Index and ready-made lessons for Sunday School or the Sunday Sermon. Application Notes There are 500 application notes provided to help you apply the truths of Scripture to your life. They
appear to be very abbreviated versions of what you find in the Life Application Study Bible. The Application Notes are found in a grey and red box at the bottom of the page. Each note is a simple paragraph; I would recommend pairing with the either the Life Application Stud Bible or the NLT Study Bible to go deeper with the notes and topical guides.
Promises from God Promises from God are in red letters (but they are marked out with “Promises from God in black letters). Each one contains a promise from God, Psalm 23:4 for example. Book Introductions The Book Introductions are a couple paragraphs related to application points in the text of Scripture. What You Will Be Reading About This
section is essentially an outline of the book. They are not super detailed but they do bring out the major points of each book. Key Verses This section highlights the verses from each book of the Bible which are helpful to memorize. Overall Thoughts This will be a very practical tool for someone who is new to the study of Scripture. Admittedly, I am not
a huge fan of topical study but there is a place for it. Life offers us tough questions and the Bible is completely sufficient for answering those questions, especially when you have the help of the Helpfinder Index. Do I recommend it? Yes. If you are looking for helpful ways to apply the Bible to your life, this is a great stepping stone Bible. If you are
looking for a solid topical reference Bible, you have found an ideal choice.
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